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Introduction

In this age of COVID-19, many governments have found it necessary to exercise
emergency powers with the stated purpose of better protecting their people and the integrity of
their societies as a whole. Lockdowns, mask mandates, vaccine passports - such have become a
depressingly regular feature of conversation for many millions.

In America, the reader no doubt knows, an enormous amount of popular resistance, both
verbal and physical, has arisen and spread like wildfire through a populace which readily mouths
weighty words like “tyranny” and “freedom.” To listen to popular speech itself (to say nothing of
the speech of the boorish demagogues who drive the populace on the radio and internet), it
would seem that the mere saying of these weighty words constitutes obvious justification for
whatever actions the individual speaking them conceives of as absolutely essential to preserving
his “conscience” and maintaining his “rights.”

Everywhere one looks, outraged grievances and intemperate denunciation dominate.
Particularly with regard to the topic of tyranny, it seems that deeply-held personal feelings and
vague hand-waving about the supposed “sovereignty” of the individual person pass for
unimpeachable declarations of Objective Truth, shutting down meaningful debate.

Much could be said about this commonplace way of conducting discussions about
matters of civic importance. But none of it can be said without first providing substantial
opportunity for interested parties to consult the time-tested, experiential wisdom of the Western
political tradition.

We Americans pride ourselves on having “the land of the free,” but from a time not long
after the War for Independence itself, our national character became stamped with the great and
lamentable impatience of the “frontier ethos” of radical individualism and radical egalitarianism.
Few there are today who don’t simply assume, without argument, that their own personal
thoughts about any given issue, especially those touching tyranny and liberty, are not equally
valuable to and equally worthy of serious consideration as anyone else’s. It is not so.

What this individualism and egalitarianism lacks is context, a realization that our
particular national conversation (once we’ve come to see it as a conversation, that is, and not as a
Manichaean-like dualistic “winner takes all” war) is only part of a much larger conversation that
has been going on for as long as human beings have been creating societies. Our own American
Founders were profoundly steeped in past parts of the conversation. This fact is precisely why
they were able to say and do the incredible political words and deeds that they spoke and did.

The sources I have compiled herein provide needed historical and conceptual context for
us to think more soberly about the extremely serious matters facing our nation today. This
compilation is certainly not exhaustive; revisions should be expected as a matter of course.
Likewise, I’ve aimed for brevity and width, to show from every age of the West prior to our own
that there is a certain fixed vocabulary with which these great issues ought to be discussed.

As Americans, our traditions and customs and expectations were originally normed by
thousands of years of careful, meticulous thought. It’s time we allowed that to be the case again.
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I.
The Nature of Tyranny

As noted in the Introduction, the word tyranny is one of several in our political

vocabulary that tends to suffer from an excess of subjective pontifications, most of

which have little to do with publicly meaningful content. For more than 2,500 years,

politically-minded people in the West talked about the great issues of liberty and tyranny

with a common set of concepts rooted in close observations of the actual political

worlds that a wide spectrum of societies created for themselves.

In this first section of the reader, we will survey a representative sample of

explanations of the nature of tyranny - the what-kind-of-thing it is. From ancient Greek

city states to the Roman Republic to the Middle Ages to the Renaissance and the

Reformation, the definition of “tyranny” (and so by reverse, the definition of “liberty”)

was not left to private individual convictions, but, having arisen from deep and wide and

practical contemplation, passed from generation to generation, expressing objective

truths about the world everyone experientially lives in.

This historical phenomenon ought to tell us something of great meaningfulness,

not to mention demand something much more noble of us, than simply accepting

surface appearances and remaining content with what is “obvious” only to ourselves and

the fortunate few who happen to think just like we do.

We begin with the Sumerian Epic of Gilgamesh, the oldest piece of surviving

literature in the world (nearly 5,000 years ago). Although not strictly speaking “Western”

literature, Gilgamesh contains much of the same conceptual apparatus regarding the

nature of good and evil leadership as do the much later Western sources themselves.

Academic cynics interested in relativizing all aspects of human experience so that

nothing ever has been or even can be normative for human beings in general will occupy

themselves with great, but ultimately meaningless, speculations about cultural

influences; what ought to interest us as Westerners is that even an “Eastern” source

recognizes certain fundamental truths about tyranny and liberty.

1. The Epic of Gilgamesh
(ca. 3000 B.C.)

Gilgamesh went abroad in the world, but he met with none who could withstand his arms
till he came to Uruk. But the men of Uruk muttered in their houses, ‘Gilgamesh sounds the tocsin



for his amusement, his arrogance has no bounds by day or night. No son is left with his father,
for Gilgamesh takes them all, even the children; yet the king should be a shepherd to his people.
His lust leaves no virgin to her lover, neither the warrior’s daughter nor the wife of the noble; yet
this is the shepherd of the city, wise, comely, and resolute.’

The gods heard their lament, the gods of heaven cried to the Lord of Uruk, to Anu the
god of Uruk: ‘A goddess made him, strong as a savage bull, none can withstand his arms. No son
is left with his father, for Gilgamesh takes them all; and is this the king, the shepherd of his
people? His lust leaves no virgin to her lover, neither the warrior’s daughter nor the wife of the
noble.’ When Anu had heard their lamentation the gods cried to Aruru, the goddess of creation,
‘You made him, O Aruru, now create his equal; let it be as like him as his own reflection, his
second self, stormy heart for stormy heart. Let them contend together and leave Uruk in quiet.’1

2. Thucydides History of the Peloponnesian War
(ca. 431 B.C.)

But as the power of Hellas grew, and the acquisition of wealth became more an object,
the revenues of the states increasing, tyrannies were by their means established almost
everywhere- the old form of government being hereditary monarchy with definite prerogatives-
and Hellas began to fit out fleets and apply herself more closely to the sea. It is said that the
Corinthians were the first to approach the modern style of naval architecture, and that Corinth
was the first place in Hellas where galleys were built; and we have Ameinocles, a Corinthian
shipwright, making four ships for the Samians. Dating from the end of this war, it is nearly three
hundred years ago that Ameinocles went to Samos. Again, the earliest sea-fight in history was
between the Corinthians and Corcyraeans; this was about two hundred and sixty years ago,
dating from the same time. Planted on an isthmus, Corinth had from time out of mind been a
commercial emporium; as formerly almost all communication between the Hellenes within and
without Peloponnese was carried on overland, and the Corinthian territory was the highway
through which it travelled. She had consequently great money resources, as is shown by the
epithet "wealthy" bestowed by the old poets on the place, and this enabled her, when traffic by
sea became more common, to procure her navy and put down piracy; and as she could offer a
mart for both branches of the trade, she acquired for herself all the power which a large revenue
affords. Subsequently the Ionians attained to great naval strength in the reign of Cyrus, the first
king of the Persians, and of his son Cambyses, and while they were at war with the former
commanded for a while the Ionian sea. Polycrates also, the tyrant of Samos, had a powerful navy
in the reign of Cambyses, with which he reduced many of the islands, and among them Rhenea,

1 The Epic of Gilgamesh, Revised Edition Incorporating New Material, trans. N.K. Sandars (New York:
Penguin Books, 1972), p. 62.



which he consecrated to the Delian Apollo. About this time also the Phocaeans, while they were
founding Marseilles, defeated the Carthaginians in a sea-fight.

These were the most powerful navies. And even these, although so many generations had
elapsed since the Trojan war, seem to have been principally composed of the old fifty-oars and
long-boats, and to have counted few galleys among their ranks. Indeed it was only shortly the
Persian war, and the death of Darius the successor of Cambyses, that the Sicilian tyrants and the
Corcyraeans acquired any large number of galleys. For after these there were no navies of any
account in Hellas till the expedition of Xerxes; Aegina, Athens, and others may have possessed a
few vessels, but they were principally fifty-oars. It was quite at the end of this period that the war
with Aegina and the prospect of the barbarian invasion enabled Themistocles to persuade the
Athenians to build the fleet with which they fought at Salamis; and even these vessels had not
complete decks.

The navies, then, of the Hellenes during the period we have traversed were what I have
described. All their insignificance did not prevent their being an element of the greatest power to
those who cultivated them, alike in revenue and in dominion. They were the means by which the
islands were reached and reduced, those of the smallest area falling the easiest prey. Wars by
land there were none, none at least by which power was acquired; we have the usual border
contests, but of distant expeditions with conquest for object we hear nothing among the Hellenes.
There was no union of subject cities round a great state, no spontaneous combination of equals
for confederate expeditions; what fighting there was consisted merely of local warfare between
rival neighbours...

Various, too, were the obstacles which the national growth encountered in various
localities. The power of the Ionians was advancing with rapid strides, when it came into collision
with Persia, under King Cyrus, who, after having dethroned Croesus and overrun everything
between the Halys and the sea, stopped not till he had reduced the cities of the coast; the islands
being only left to be subdued by Darius and the Phoenician navy.

Again, wherever there were tyrants, their habit of providing simply for themselves, of
looking solely to their personal comfort and family aggrandizement, made safety the great aim of
their policy, and prevented anything great proceeding from them; though they would each have
their affairs with their immediate neighbours. All this is only true of the mother country, for in
Sicily they attained to very great power. Thus for a long time everywhere in Hellas do we find
causes which make the states alike incapable of combination for great and national ends, or of
any vigorous action of their own. (I.13-17)

3. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics
(ca. 350 B.C.)

There are three kinds of constitution, and an equal number of deviation-forms -
perversions, as it were, of them. The constitutions are monarchy, aristocracy, and thirdly that
which is based on a property qualification, which it seems appropriate to call timocratic, though



most people are wont to call it polity. The best of these is monarchy, the worst timocracy. The
deviation from monarchy is tyranny; for both are forms of one-man rule, but there is the greatest
difference between them; the tyrant looks to his own advantage, the king to that of his subjects.
For a man is not a king unless he is sufficient to himself and excels his subjects in all good
things; and such a man needs nothing further; therefore he will not look to his own interests but
to those of his subjects; for a king who is not like that would be a mere titular king. Now tyranny
is the very contrary of this; the tyrant pursues his own good. And it is clearer in the case of
tyranny that it is the worst deviation-form; but it is the contrary of the best that is worst.
Monarchy passes over into tyranny; for tyranny is the evil form of one-man rule and the bad king
becomes a tyrant. Aristocracy passes over into oligarchy by the badness of the rulers, who
distribute contrary to equity what belongs to the city-all or most of the good things to
themselves, and office always to the same people, paying most regard to wealth; thus the rulers
are few and are bad men instead of the most worthy. Timocracy [ government based on love of
honor] passes over into democracy; for these are coterminous, since it is the ideal even of
timocracy to be the rule of the majority, and all who have the property qualification count as
equal. Democracy is the least bad of the deviations; for in its case the form of constitution is but
a slight deviation....

One may find resemblances to the constitutions and, as it were, patterns of them even in
households. For the association of a father with his sons bears the form of monarchy, since the
father cares for his children; and this is why Homer calls Zeus 'father'; it is the ideal of monarchy
to be paternal rule. But among the Persians the rule of the father is tyrannical; they use their sons
as slaves. Tyrannical too is the rule of a master over slaves; for it is the advantage of the master
that is brought about in it. Now this seems to be a correct form of government, but the Persian
type is perverted; for the modes of rule appropriate to different relations are diverse. The
association of man and wife seems to be aristocratic; for the man rules in accordance with his
worth, and in those matters in which a man should rule, but the matters that befit a woman he
hands over to her. If the man rules in everything the relation passes over into oligarchy; for in
doing so he is not acting in accordance with their respective worth, and not ruling in virtue of his
superiority. Sometimes, however, women rule, because they are heiresses; so their rule is not in
virtue of excellence but due to wealth and power, as in oligarchies. The association of brothers is
like timocracy; for they are equal, except in so far as they differ in age; hence if they differ much
in age, the friendship is no longer of the fraternal type. Democracy is found chiefly in masterless
dwellings (for here every one is on an equality), and in those in which the ruler is weak and
every one has licence to do as he pleases. (Book VIII.10)

4. Aristotle, Politics Book III
(ca. 350 B.C.)

There is no difficulty in distinguishing the various kinds of authority; they have been
often defined already in discussions outside the school. The rule of a master, although the slave



by nature and the master by nature have in reality the same interests, is nevertheless exercised
primarily with a view to the interest of the master, but accidentally considers the slave, since, if
the slave perish, the rule of the master perishes with him. On the other hand, the government of a
wife and children and of a household, which we have called household management, is exercised
in the first instance for the good of the governed or for the common good of both parties, but
essentially for the good of the governed, as we see to be the case in medicine, gymnastic, and the
arts in general, which are only accidentally concerned with the good of the artists themselves.
For there is no reason why the trainer may not sometimes practice gymnastics, and the helmsman
is always one of the crew. The trainer or the helmsman considers the good of those committed to
his care. But, when he is one of the persons taken care of, he accidentally participates in the
advantage, for the helmsman is also a sailor, and the trainer becomes one of those in training.
And so in politics: when the state is framed upon the principle of equality and likeness, the
citizens think that they ought to hold office by turns. Formerly, as is natural, every one would
take his turn of service; and then again, somebody else would look after his interest, just as he,
while in office, had looked after theirs. But nowadays, for the sake of the advantage which is to
be gained from the public revenues and from office, men want to be always in office. One might
imagine that the rulers, being sickly, were only kept in health while they continued in office; in
that case we may be sure that they would be hunting after places. The conclusion is evident: that
governments which have a regard to the common interest are constituted in accordance with
strict principles of justice, and are therefore true forms; but those which regard only the interest
of the rulers are all defective and perverted forms, for they are despotic, whereas a state is a
community of freemen.

Having determined these points, we have next to consider how many forms of
government there are, and what they are; and in the first place what are the true forms, for when
they are determined the perversions of them will at once be apparent. The words constitution and
government have the same meaning, and the government, which is the supreme authority in
states, must be in the hands of one, or of a few, or of the many. The true forms of government,
therefore, are those in which the one, or the few, or the many, govern with a view to the common
interest; but governments which rule with a view to the private interest, whether of the one or of
the few, or of the many, are perversions. For the members of a state, if they are truly citizens,
ought to participate in its advantages. Of forms of government in which one rules, we call that
which regards the common interests, kingship or royalty; that in which more than one, but not
many, rule, aristocracy; and it is so called, either because the rulers are the best men, or because
they have at heart the best interests of the state and of the citizens. But when the citizens at large
administer the state for the common interest, the government is called by the generic name- a
constitution. And there is a reason for this use of language. One man or a few may excel in
virtue; but as the number increases it becomes more difficult for them to attain perfection in
every kind of virtue, though they may in military virtue, for this is found in the masses. Hence in
a constitutional government the fighting-men have the supreme power, and those who possess
arms are the citizens.



Of the above-mentioned forms, the perversions are as follows: of royalty, tyranny; of
aristocracy, oligarchy; of constitutional government, democracy. For tyranny is a kind of
monarchy which has in view the interest of the monarch only; oligarchy has in view the interest
of the wealthy; democracy, of the needy: none of them the common good of all.

…

But there are difficulties about these forms of government, and it will therefore be
necessary to state a little more at length the nature of each of them. For he who would make a
philosophical study of the various sciences, and does not regard practice only, ought not to
overlook or omit anything, but to set forth the truth in every particular. Tyranny, as I was saying,
is monarchy exercising the rule of a master over the political society… (Book III.6-8)

5. Aristotle, Politics Book V
(ca. 350 B.C.)

I have still to speak of monarchy, and the causes of its destruction and preservation. What
I have said already respecting forms of constitutional government applies almost equally to royal
and to tyrannical rule. For royal rule is of the nature of an aristocracy, and a tyranny is a
compound of oligarchy and democracy in their most extreme forms; it is therefore most injurious
to its subjects, being made up of two evil forms of government, and having the perversions and
errors of both. These two forms of monarchy are contrary in their very origin. The appointment
of a king is the resource of the better classes against the people, and he is elected by them out of
their own number, because either he himself or his family excel in virtue and virtuous actions;
whereas a tyrant is chosen from the people to be their protector against the notables, and in order
to prevent them from being injured. History shows that almost all tyrants have been demagogues
who gained the favor of the people by their accusation of the notables. At any rate this was the
manner in which the tyrannies arose in the days when cities had increased in power. Others
which were older originated in the ambition of kings wanting to overstep the limits of their
hereditary power and become despots. Others again grew out of the class which were chosen to
be chief magistrates; for in ancient times the people who elected them gave the magistrates,
whether civil or religious, a long tenure. Others arose out of the custom which oligarchies had of
making some individual supreme over the highest offices. In any of these ways an ambitious man
had no difficulty, if he desired, in creating a tyranny, since he had the power in his hands already,
either as king or as one of the officers of state. Thus Pheidon at Argos and several others were
originally kings, and ended by becoming tyrants; Phalaris, on the other hand, and the Ionian
tyrants, acquired the tyranny by holding great offices. Whereas Panaetius at Leontini, Cypselus
at Corinth, Peisistratus at Athens, Dionysius at Syracuse, and several others who afterwards
became tyrants, were at first demagogues.



And so, as I was saying, royalty ranks with aristocracy, for it is based upon merit,
whether of the individual or of his family, or on benefits conferred, or on these claims with
power added to them. For all who have obtained this honor have benefited, or had in their power
to benefit, states and nations; some, like Codrus, have prevented the state from being enslaved in
war; others, like Cyrus, have given their country freedom, or have settled or gained a territory,
like the Lacedaemonian, Macedonian, and Molossian kings. The idea of a king is to be a
protector of the rich against unjust treatment, of the people against insult and oppression.
Whereas a tyrant, as has often been repeated, has no regard to any public interest, except as
conducive to his private ends; his aim is pleasure, the aim of a king, honor. Wherefore also in
their desires they differ; the tyrant is desirous of riches, the king, of what brings honor. And the
guards of a king are citizens, but of a tyrant mercenaries. (Book V.10)

6. Plutarch, Life of Demetrius
(ca. A.D. 100)

Indeed, Demetrius did always appear like a theatrical king. For he not only affected a
superfluity of ornament in wearing a double diadem, and a robe of purple interwoven with gold,
but he had his shoes made of cloth of gold, with soles of fine purple. There was a robe a long
time in weaving for him, of most sumptuous magnificence. The figure of the world and all the
heavenly bodies were to be represented upon it; but it was left unfinished on account of his
change of fortune. Nor did any of his successors ever presume to wear it, though Macedon had
many pompous kings after him.

This ostentation of dress offended a people who were unaccustomed to such sights ; but
his luxurious and dissolute manner of life was a more obnoxious circumstance; and what
displeased them most of all, was his difficulty of access. For he either refused to see those who
applied to him, or behaved to them in a harsh and haughty manner. Though he favoured the
Athenians more than the rest of the Greeks, their ambassadors waited two years at his court for
an answer. The Lacedaemonians happening to send only one ambassador to him, he considered it
an affront, and said in great anger," What! have the Lacedaemonians sent no more than one
ambassador?', "Aye," said the Spartan, acutely, in his laconic way;" one ambassador to one king."

One day, when he seemed to come out in a more obliging temper, and to be something
less inaccessible, he was presented with several petitions, all which he received, and put them in
the skirt of his robe. The people of course, followed him with great joy, but no sooner was he
come to the bridge over the Axius, than he opened his robe and shook them all into the river.
This stung the Macedonians to the heart; when, looking for the protection of a king, they found
the insolence of a tyrant. And this treatment appeared the harder to such as had seen, or heard
from those who had seen, how kind the behaviour of Philippus was on such occasions. An old
woman was one day very troublesome to him in the street, and begged with great importunity to
be heard. He said, "He was not at leisure." "Then," cried the old woman," you should not be a



king." The king was struck with these words; and having considered the thing a moment, he
returned to the palace, where, postponing all other affairs, he gave audience for several days to
all who chose to apply to him, beginning with the old woman. Indeed, nothing becomes a king so
much as the distribution of justice. For "Ares is a tyrant," as Timotheus expresses it; but justice,
according to Pindarus, "Is the rightful sovereign of the world." The things which, Homer tells us,
kings receive from Zeus, are not machines for taking towns, or ships with brazen beaks, but law
and justice: these they are to guard and to cultivate. And it is not the most warlike, the most
violent and sanguinary, but the justest of princes, whom he calls the disciple of Zeus. But
Demetrius was pleased with an epithet quite opposite to that which is given the king of the gods.
For Zeus is called Polieus and Poliuchus, the patron and guardian of cities; Demetrius is
surnamed Poliorcetes, the destroyer of cities. Thus, in consequence of the union of power and
folly, vice is substituted in the place of virtue, and the ideas of glory and injustice are united too.
(§41-42)

7. Tacitus, Annals
(ca. A.D. 116)

Rome at the beginning was ruled by kings. Freedom and the consulship were established
by Lucius Brutus. Dictatorships were held for a temporary crisis. The power of the decemvirs did
not last beyond two years, nor was the consular jurisdiction of the military tribunes of long
duration. The despotisms of Cinna and Sulla were brief; the rule of Pompeius and of Crassus
soon yielded before Caesar; the arms of Lepidus and Antonius before Augustus; who, when the
world was wearied by civil strife, subjected it to empire under the title of "Prince." But the
successes and reverses of the old Roman people have been recorded by famous historians; and
fine intellects were not wanting to describe the times of Augustus, till growing sycophancy
scared them away. The histories of Tiberius, Caius, Claudius, and Nero, while they were in
power, were falsified through terror, and after their death were written under the irritation of a
recent hatred. Hence my purpose is to relate a few facts about Augustus- more particularly his
last acts, then the reign of Tiberius, and all which follows, without either bitterness or partiality,
from any motives to which I am far removed.

When after the destruction of Brutus and Cassius there was no longer any army of the
Commonwealth, when Pompeius was crushed in Sicily, and when, with Lepidus pushed aside
and Antonius slain, even the Julian faction had only Caesar left to lead it, then, dropping the title
of triumvir, and giving out that he was a Consul, and was satisfied with a tribune's authority for
the protection of the people, Augustus won over the soldiers with gifts, the populace with cheap
corn, and all men with the sweets of repose, and so grew greater by degrees, while he
concentrated in himself the functions of the Senate, the magistrates, and the laws. He was wholly
unopposed, for the boldest spirits had fallen in battle, or in the proscription, while the remaining
nobles, the readier they were to be slaves, were raised the higher by wealth and promotion, so



that, aggrandised by revolution, they preferred the safety of the present to the dangerous past.
Nor did the provinces dislike that condition of affairs, for they distrusted the government of the
Senate and the people, because of the rivalries between the leading men and the rapacity of the
officials, while the protection of the laws was unavailing, as they were continually deranged by
violence, intrigue, and finally by corruption.

…

Thus the State had been revolutionised, and there was not a vestige left of the old sound
morality. Stript of equality, all looked up to the commands of a sovereign without the least
apprehension for the present, while Augustus in the vigour of life, could maintain his own
position, that of his house, and the general tranquillity. (Book I)

8. Augustine, City of God
(ca. A.D. 413-426)

Justice being taken away, then, what are kingdoms but great robberies? For what are
robberies themselves, but little kingdoms? The band itself is made up of men; it is ruled by the
authority of a prince, it is knit together by the pact of the confederacy; the booty is divided by the
law agreed on. If, by the admittance of abandoned men, this evil increases to such a degree that it
holds places, fixes abodes, takes possession of cities, and subdues peoples, it assumes the more
plainly the name of a kingdom, because the reality is now manifestly conferred on it, not by the
removal of covetousness, but by the addition of impunity. Indeed, that was an apt and true reply
which was given to Alexander the Great by a pirate who had been seized. For when that king had
asked the man what he meant by keeping hostile possession of the sea, he answered with bold
pride, What you mean by seizing the whole earth; but because I do it with a petty ship, I am
called a robber, while you who does it with a great fleet are styled emperor. (Book IV.4)

9. Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologia
(A.D. 1265-1273)

Two points are to be observed concerning the right ordering of rulers in a state or nation.
One is that all should take some share in the government: for this form of constitution ensures
peace among the people, commends itself to all, and is most enduring, as stated in Aristotle’s
Politics ii, 6. The other point is to be observed in respect of the kinds of government, or the
different ways in which the constitutions are established. For whereas these differ in kind, as the
Philosopher states (Politics. iii, 5), nevertheless the first place is held by the "kingdom," where
the power of government is vested in one; and "aristocracy," which signifies government by the
best, where the power of government is vested in a few. Accordingly, the best form of
government is in a state or kingdom, where one is given the power to preside over all; while



under him are others having governing powers: and yet a government of this kind is shared by
all, both because all are eligible to govern, and because the rules are chosen by all. For this is the
best form of polity, being partly kingdom, since there is one at the head of all; partly aristocracy,
in so far as a number of persons are set in authority; partly democracy, i.e. government by the
people, in so far as the rulers can be chosen from the people, and the people have the right to
choose their rulers.

Such was the form of government established by the Divine Law. For Moses and his
successors governed the people in such a way that each of them was ruler over all; so that there
was a kind of kingdom. Moreover, seventy-two men were chosen, who were elders in virtue: for
it is written (Deuteronomy 1:15): "I took out of your tribes wise and honorable, and appointed
them rulers": so that there was an element of aristocracy. But it was a democratical government
in so far as the rulers were chosen from all the people; for it is written (Exodus 18:21): "Provide
out of all the people wise [Vulgate: 'able'] men," etc.; and, again, in so far as they were chosen by
the people; wherefore it is written (Deuteronomy 1:13): "Let me have from among you wise
[Vulgate: 'able'] men," etc. Consequently it is evident that the ordering of the rulers was well
provided for by the Law.

Reply to Objection 1. This people was governed under the special care of God:
wherefore it is written (Deuteronomy 7:6): "The Lord thy God hath chosen thee to be His
peculiar people": and this is why the Lord reserved to Himself the institution of the chief ruler.
For this too did Moses pray (Numbers 27:16): "May the Lord the God of the spirits of all the
flesh provide a man, that may be over this multitude." Thus by God's orders Josue was set at the
head in place of Moses; and we read about each of the judges who succeeded Josue that God
"raised . . . up a saviour" for the people, and that "the spirit of the Lord was" in them (Judges
3:9-15). Hence the Lord did not leave the choice of a king to the people; but reserved this to
Himself, as appears from Deuteronomy 17:15: "Thou shalt set him whom the Lord thy God shall
choose."

Reply to Objection 2. A kingdom is the best form of government of the people, so long
as it is not corrupt. But since the power granted to a king is so great, it easily degenerates into
tyranny, unless he to whom this power is given be a very virtuous man: for it is only the virtuous
man that conducts himself well in the midst of prosperity, as the Philosopher observes (Ethic. iv,
3). Now perfect virtue is to be found in few: and especially were the Jews inclined to cruelty and
avarice, which vices above all turn men into tyrants. Hence from the very first the Lord did not
set up the kingly authority with full power, but gave them judges and governors to rule them. But
afterwards when the people asked Him to do so, being indignant with them, so to speak, He
granted them a king, as is clear from His words to Samuel (1 Samuel 8:7): "They have not
rejected thee, but Me, that I should not reign over them."

Nevertheless, as regards the appointment of a king, He did establish the manner of
election from the very beginning (Deuteronomy 17:14, seqq.): and then He determined two
points: first, that in choosing a king they should wait for the Lord's decision; and that they should
not make a man of another nation king, because such kings are wont to take little interest in the



people they are set over, and consequently to have no care for their welfare: secondly, He
prescribed how the king after his appointment should behave, in regard to himself; namely, that
he should not accumulate chariots and horses, nor wives, nor immense wealth: because through
craving for such things princes become tyrants and forsake justice. He also appointed the manner
in which they were to conduct themselves towards God: namely, that they should continually
read and ponder on God's Law, and should ever fear and obey God. Moreover, He decided how
they should behave towards their subjects: namely, that they should not proudly despise them, or
ill-treat them, and that they should not depart from the paths of justice. (First Part of the
Second Part, Article 1, Question 105)

10. John of Paris, On Royal and Kingly Power
(A.D. 1302)

...kingship, taken in its proper sense, may be defined as follows: kingship is the rule over
a perfect multitude by one man for the sake of the common good…. “For the sake of the good of
the multitude” is included to distinguish this rule from an oligarchy, a tyranny, and a democracy,
in which the ruler seeks his own good, as is especially true of a tyranny. (Chapter 1)

11. Marsilius of Padua, Defensor Pacis2

(A.D. 1324)

There are two genera of ruling parts or governments, one well tempered, the other
diseased. With Aristotle in the Politics, Book III, Chapter 5, I call that genus “well tempered” in
which the ruler governs for the common benefit, in accordance with the will of the subjects;
while the “diseased” genus is that which is deficient in this respect. Each of these genera, again,
is divided into three species: the temperate into kingly monarchy, aristocracy, and polity; the
diseased into the three opposite species of tyrannical monarchy, oligarchy, and democracy. And
each of these again has sub-species, the detailed discussion of which is not part of our present
task.

...A kingly monarchy, then, is a temperate government wherein the ruler is a single man
who rules for the common benefit, and in accordance with the will or consent of the subjects.
Tyranny, its opposite, is a diseased government wherein the ruler is a single man who rules for
his own private benefit apart from the will of his subjects… (Discourse One, Chapter 8.2-3)

2 Cited from Marsilius of Padua: The Defender of the Peace, trans. Alan Gewirth (New York: Harper
Torchbooks, 1956), pp. 27-28.



12. Coluccio Salutati, “On Tyranny”3

(A.D. 1400)

The word “tyrant” is of Greek origin and has the same meaning among both the Greeks
and ourselves, in ancient times and now. For the word “tyros” is the same as “brave.” And from
the beginning, as Trogus testifies, every community was governed by kings, and these, as
Justinus says, were raised to power, not through any arts of popularity, but by the well considered
judgment of good citizens. Their special function was to defend the frontier of the realm, to rule
justly and to settle quarrels, if the innocence of the time should produce such, in accordance with
that sense of equity which is implanted by nature in the human mind; and since these duties
required bravery of mind and body, the most ancient Greeks and the primitive Italians called
their kings “tyrants.” From his function as ruler the king is called in Greek Basileus, for the verb
basileuo in Greek is the same as regno in Latin. But then, as evil increased and kings began to
rule oppressively the name “tyrant” was confined to those who abused their power
“tyrannically.”

…

[Gregory the Great] says: “Properly speaking a tyrant is one who rules a state without the forms
of law,” and then adds “but everyone who rules superbe (? autocratically) exercises a tyranny of
his own sort. Sometimes a person may practice this in a state through an office which he has
received, another in a province, another in a city, another in his own house, and another through
concealed malignity, within his own heart. God does not ask how much evil a man does, but how
much he would like to do. If outward power be lacking, he is a tyrant at heart whose inner
viciousness governs him; for, although he cannot injure his neighbors outwardly he inwardly
desires to have the power to injure them.” So far Gregory.

13. John Locke, Civil Government (Second Treatise on Government)
(A.D. 1689)

§ 199.
As usurpation is the exercise of power, which another hath a right to, so tyranny is the

exercise of power beyond right, which nobody can have a right to. And this is making use of the
power any one has in his hands, not for the good of those who are under it, but for his own
private separate advantage.—When the governor, however intitled, makes not the law, but his
will, the rule; and his commands and actions are not directed to the preservation of the properties

3 Coluccio Salutati, “De Tyranno,” in Ephraim Emerton, Humanism and Tyranny (Gloucester, MA: Peter
Smith, 1964), pp. 74, 76.



of his people, but the satisfaction of his own ambition, revenge, covetousness, or any other
irregular passion.

§ 200.
If one can doubt this to be truth, or reason, because it comes from the obscure hand of a

subject, I hope the authority of a king will make it pass with him. King James the first, in his
speech to the parliament, 1603, tells them thus: “I will ever prefer the weal of the public, and of
the whole commonwealth, in making of good laws and constitutions, to any particular and
private ends of mine; thinking ever the wealth and weal of the commonwealth to be my greatest
weal and worldly felicity; a point wherein a lawful king doth directly differ from a tyrant: for I
do acknowledge, that the special and greatest point of difference that is between a rightful king
and an usurping tyrant, is this, that whereas the proud and ambitious tyrant doth think his
kingdom and people are only ordained for satisfaction of his desires and unreasonable appetites,
the righteous and just king doth by the contrary acknowledge himself to be ordained for the
procuring of the wealth and property of his people.” And again, in his speech to the parliament,
1609, he hath these words: “The king binds himself by a double oath to the observation of the
fundamental laws of his kingdom; tacitly, as by being a king, and so bound to protect as well the
people, as the laws of his kingdom; and expressly, by his oath at his coronation; so as every just
king, in a settled kingdom, is bound to observe that paction made to his people by his laws, in
framing his government agreeable thereunto, according to that paction which God made with

Noah after the deluge: Hereafter, seed-time and harvest, and cold and heat, and summer
and winter, and day and night, shall not cease while the earth remaineth. And therefore a king
governing in a settled kingdom, leaves to be a king, and degenerates into a tyrant, as soon as he
leaves off to rule according to his laws.” And a little after, “Therefore all kings that are not
tyrants, or perjured, will be glad to bound themselves within the limits of their laws; and they
that persuade them the contrary, are vipers, and pests, both against them and the
commonwealth.” Thus that learned king, who well understood the notions of things, makes the
difference betwixt a king and a tyrant to consist only in this, that one makes the laws the bounds
of his power, and the good of the public the end of his government; the other makes all give way
to his own will and appetite.

§ 201.
It is a mistake to think this fault is proper only to monarchies; other forms of government

are liable to it, as well as that: for wherever the power, that is put in any hands for the
government of the people, and the preservation of their properties, is applied to other ends, and
made use of to impoverish, harass, or subdue them to the arbitrary and irregular commands of
those that have it; there it presently becomes tyranny, whether those that thus use it are one or
many. Thus we read of the thirty tyrants at Athens, as well as one at Syracuse; and the intolerable
dominion of the decemviri at Rome was nothing better.



§ 202.
Wherever law ends, tyranny begins, if the law be transgressed to another’s harm; and

whosoever in authority exceeds the power given him by the law, and makes use of the force he
has under his command, to compass that upon the subject, which the law allows not, ceases in
that to be a magistrate; and, acting without authority, may be opposed as any other man, who by
force invades the right of another. This is acknowledged in subordinate magistrates. He that hath
authority to seize my person in the street, may be opposed as a thief and a robber if he
endeavours to break into my house to execute a writ, notwithstanding that I know he has such a
warrant, and such a legal authority, as will impower him to arrest me abroad. And why this
should not hold in the highest, as well as in the most inferiour magistrate, I would gladly be
informed. (Chapter XVIII.199-202)

14. John Jay, Federalist Paper 4
(A.D. 1787)

It is too true, however disgraceful it may be to human nature, that nations in general will
make war whenever they have a prospect of getting anything by it; nay, absolute monarchs will
often make war when their nations are to get nothing by it, but for the purposes and objects
merely personal, such as thirst for military glory, revenge for personal affronts, ambition, or
private compacts to aggrandize or support their particular families or partisans. These and a
variety of other motives, which affect only the mind of the sovereign, often lead him to engage in
wars not sanctified by justice or the voice and interests of his people.

15. James Madison, Federalist Paper 47
(A.D. 1787)

Having reviewed the general form of the proposed government and the general mass of
power allotted to it, I proceed to examine the particular structure of this government, and the
distribution of this mass of power among its constituent parts. One of the principal objections
inculcated by the more respectable adversaries to the Constitution, is its supposed violation of
the political maxim, that the legislative, executive, and judiciary departments ought to be
separate and distinct. In the structure of the federal government, no regard, it is said, seems to
have been paid to this essential precaution in favor of liberty. The several departments of power
are distributed and blended in such a manner as at once to destroy all symmetry and beauty of
form, and to expose some of the essential parts of the edifice to the danger of being crushed by
the disproportionate weight of other parts. No political truth is certainly of greater intrinsic value,



or is stamped with the authority of more enlightened patrons of liberty, than that on which the
objection is founded.

The accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive, and judiciary, in the same hands,
whether of one, a few, or many, and whether hereditary, self appointed, or elective, may justly be
pronounced the very definition of tyranny. Were the federal Constitution, therefore, really
chargeable with the accumulation of power, or with a mixture of powers, having a dangerous
tendency to such an accumulation, no further arguments would be necessary to inspire a
universal reprobation of the system. I persuade myself, however, that it will be made apparent to
every one, that the charge cannot be supported, and that the maxim on which it relies has been
totally misconceived and misapplied. In order to form correct ideas on this important subject, it
will be proper to investigate the sense in which the preservation of liberty requires that the three
great departments of power should be separate and distinct.


